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Message From Chris….
For those of you with children that are (or will be) 18 years of age or older and unmarried, this
one is for you. Parenthood is laced with love, joy and fear (just like the scene of “Clark W.”
putting up lights on his roof in the movie Christmas Vacation). Regrettably, we all hear about
young adults (who are really just kids) that have unexpected, near-death accidents. These
accidents seem, for whatever reason, to happen most often during the Summer season and/or on
their Summer vacation trips or trips returning home from school (which is just around the
corner). Afterwards, these “children” are admitted to hospitals for care and that’s where the
relevance of this topic comes into play. Accordingly, if you have (or will have) children which
potentially fit into this 18+ category, read more below (and don’t forget to click on my Facebook
or YouTube links below to also see my short video on this material).
Protecting Your Young Adult
Fact Pattern: Your 19 year old daughter is hit by a drunk driver while driving home from
college for Summer and is admitted to a nearby hospital (we all know how horribly often this
type of scenario happens). Luckily, the hospital’s administration found enough good
identification on your daughter to enable them to quickly contact you. You rush off to the
hospital to comfort your daughter. After speaking to doctors and nurses, you understand the
prognosis. You tell the doctor what you want to do, what care you want your daughter to receive
going forward and what decisions you’ve made concerning your daughter’s medical care. When
you’ve finished speaking, the doctor gives you a funny look….
Issue: The doctor tells you that, since your daughter is over 18 and unmarried, she is legally an
adult and the hospital will have to make all of these decisions for your daughter – unless you
have a medical, durable power of attorney which your daughter has previously signed
appointing you (or somebody else she trusts) with such power of attorney over her.
You can’t believe what you’re hearing. In your mind (and in reality) your daughter is just a
baby and, except during the school months of the year, still a member of your household. You
should be the one making decisions, not the hospital. However, your daughter is 18+ so she’s
legally an adult. The upshot is you should have, at some point after she turned 18, had her sign
one of these. Folks, this stuff happens every day. Don’t let it happen to you…. Get these done
as soon as possible.
The information presented within this article is of a general nature and is not intended to be
relied upon as legal advice in any particular matter without first consulting qualified counsel.

What My Clients Are Saying
“I have been extremely pleased with the legal services provided by Chris. He is an expert on real
estate issues; devotes immediate attention to our needs and follows through with all required
action.
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